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SEE THE CAT? SEE THE CREDENTIALS?
Psychologist’s Scam Gets his Pet ‘Board-Certified’
BY MARK HANSEN
Zoe D. Katze has an impressive-looking set of credentials–Ph.D., C.Ht., DAPA. She has been board-certified by three major hypnotherapy associations
and holds diplomate status in the American Psychotherapy Association.
Not bad for a 6-year-old house cat. And not even a pedigreed one at that.
But Zoe’s not just any cat. She’s Philadelphia psychologist Steve K.D. Eichel’s cat. Eichel had a point he had been wanting to make about the
proliferation of bogus credentialing organizations over the past 10 or 20 years.
So he decided to credential his cat.
To do that, Eichel first had to get his cat some credit, which turned out to be the hardest part of the process. The credit card company’s agent initially
asked for Zoe’s Social Security number, Eichel says, but cheerfully relented when Eichel told him it wasn’t readily available. Zoe was then added to
Eichel’s account as an authorized user.
To get Zoe her first credential, Eichel says, he simply filled out an "application for certification" on a lay hypnosis association’s Web site and charged
the fee to his credit card under Zoe’s name. Since most lay hypnosis associations have reciprocity agreements, he says, it was a snap getting Zoe boardcertified by two other credentialing organizations.
Eichel then decided to go for the gold: diplomate status in the American Psychotherapy Association, which, according to its own promotional literature,
"is limited to a select group of professionals who, by virtue of their extensive training and expertise, have demonstrated their outstanding abilities in
regard to their specialty."
The American Psychotherapy Association is affiliated with the American College of Forensic Examiners, whose credentialing practices were critically
examined in the February 2000 issue of the ABA Journal. Eichel admits that he served briefly on the APA’s executive advisory board, but says he quit in
1999 when he learned it was board-certifying people who did not have licenses or graduate degrees.
The APA, to its credit, requested a copy of Zoe’s resumé before it would issue her any credentials, Eichel says. So he made one up. And it’s a real doozy.
The name itself is the first clue as to Zoe’s true identity. In German, "Zoe Die Katze" translates to "Zoe the Cat." And Eichel didn’t stop there. He listed a
previous job with the St. Felix (as in "Felix the Cat") Home for Children. And he gave her a consulting position with the Tacayllaermi Friends School,
the first name of which is "I’m really a cat" spelled backwards.
That’s where it might have ended. Eichel says he had no intention of publicizing the matter further. But when his cat started getting a lot of e-mail, he
felt obliged to answer. And when a reporter for a major magazine requested an interview with Zoe for a story she was doing on the use of hypnosis
during childbirth, he decided it was time to let the cat out of the bag.
Rochester, N.Y., psychologist Michael A. Baer, chairman of the APA's executive advisory board, says the association has a system of checks and
balances in place to prevent something like this from happening.
"I'm not exactly sure how it happened, but the truth is, this one just slipped right through the cracks," he says.
Baer says Zoe's credentials have since been revoked. And the association has taken steps to tighten its credentialing procedures.
"We don't want anything like this to ever happen again," he says.
Eichel says he suspects that Zoe’s unmasking will make some people very angry.
As a matter of fact, it already has. Eichel has just been informed that Capital One MasterCard, which issued him the credit card he used to get his cat’s
credentials, is investigating a report of credit card fraud against him and Zoe. The report lists Jerome Beacham, training director of the International
Medical and Dental Hypnotherapy Association, one of the three organizations that issued Zoe credentials, as the source of the complaint.
But Eichel also hopes the episode will inspire others to demand changes in the way some credentialing is done:
"Limiting a credential to Homo sapiens would be a good start."
©2002 ABA Journal
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ntil very recently, i f a
u
potential client asked almost any
o f the major "professional [lay]
hypnotherapy" associations for a
referral in the Philadelphia area,
chances were good she or he
would be directed to contact Dr.
Zoe D. Katze, Certified Hypnotherapist. As some Div. 30 members already know, Zoe D. Katze,
Ph.D., C.Ht., D A P A , is, in fact,
my cat. Those familiar with basic
German may have enjoyed a
laugh: "Zoe Die Katze" literally
translates to "Zoe the cat." In an
experiment to test how several lay
hypnosis associations actually accomplish their self-appointed task
o f credentialing and certifying
hypnotists who have met their
"strict requirements," I created a
false training history and fake t i tles for "Dr. Katze." I then applied on her behalf to three o f the
most well-known lay hypnosis associations for certification.
I was motivated to credential my
cat by several things, including
the reactions to an article I wrote
for the Greater Philadelphia Society o f Clinical Hypnosis (an
A S C H Component Society) newsletter and website. "Clinical vs.
Lay Hypnosis: A Hopeless Battle?" (Eichel, 1997) questioned
the sensibility o f our periodic battles with lay hypnotists and presented a rationale for supporting
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limited licensure that would allow
paraprofessional (lay) hypnotists
to practice after the appropriate
professional training, and under
the supervision o f a properly
qualified physician or psychologist. (As o f this writing, I have yet
to detect any ground swell among
either lay or clinical hypnotists to
move my proposal toward some
form o f fruition.) M y article was
discovered by and reproduced
(without my permission) on the
websites and newsletters o f several lay hypnosis associations, in a
manner that could be construed as
implying my support o f lay hypnotists and their efforts to selfregulate and certify themselves.
I was also motivated by my own
uneasiness with the growing acceptance lay hypnosis seemed to
be enjoying in the health-related
media. Publications in the alternative health field were especially
welcoming, and often lauded and
promoted lay hypnosis associations (and their unsupported
claims) in their reference and referral sections, typically without
mentioning the groups most often
associated with clinical hypnosis
(i.e., ASCH, SCEH, APA's Div.
30).
I also grew increasingly
heedful o f the questionable credentials many lay hypnotists
seemed to claim. And for a long
time, I'd grown tired o f sounding
defensive to therapist-shopping
clients who challenged me with
something on the order of: " I
found somebody with all these

certifications
and diplomas
who charges
Zoe
a fraction o f
what you psychologists charge,
and promises to cure me in one or
two sessions."
The last straw (and my moment o f
inspiration) came during an internet search when I happened upon
the website o f another unlicensed
"therapist" who listed a doctoral
degree from an infamous diploma
mill. Along w i t h his degrees, he
boasted o f his status as a
"Diplomat [sic] and Fellow" o f
the "largest and most prestigious
professional hypnosis association
in the w o r l d . " That did it. I decided to credential my cat.
This was a surprisingly easy thing
to do. First, to facilitate transactions by credit card, I added my
cat as an "authorized user" o f one
o f my own credit cards. I then
filled out an "application for certification" on a lay hypnosis association's website. The applications asked for the names o f training institutes, dates o f training,
etc. No problem, I made them up.
When one o f the non-internet applications asked for copies of her
training certificates, I created
them on my computer and sent
them in. I charged Zoe's certification fee, and Zoe quickly received her first piece o f paper.
Nobody asked for an official university transcript or a state l i cense. None o f the lay hypnosis
associations required a college or
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graduate degree. I'm not even cer- ally assures competence has
tain i f they require a high school yielded inconclusive results. Nevertheless, licensing is minimally
diploma.
Within the span o f a few weeks, capable o f doing two things: (1)
Zoe was certified by the National guaranteeing that an individual
Guild o f Hypnotists (NGH), the I n - possesses a journeyman's fund o f
ternational Medical & Dental H y p - basic information (at least at the
notherapy Association ( I M D H A ) , time o f the examination) and shares
and the American Board o f Hypno- a somewhat common educational/
therapy ( A B H ) .
I also got her training experience, and (2) providlisted as a Professional Member o f ing a system o f accountability to
the American Association o f Pro- the public. Agents that grant certifessional Hypnotherapists. Not bad fication only after a thorough crefor a cat who's not even pure-bred. dentials review followed by a rigorous examination (such as A B P H ,
The Cat Certification Project
ABPP and the new APA-CPP pro(Eichel, 2002) is evidence in supficiency certifications) and/or proof
port o f the argument that credeno f a clearly delineated and uniform
tials granted to peers by peers who
course o f study and practice (such
are not themselves accountable to
as ASCH) then serve to acknowlsome higher overseeing authority
edge expertise at the specialist
are destined to be o f dubious credilevel. The last 20 years have seen a
bility.
State licensing boards or
proliferation o f specialties and
some other form o f "certifying the
"techniques," some valid, others a
certifier" are necessary. Complibit dubious, and still others the pecating matters is the fact that hypculiar invention o f their creators. In
nosis does not require an ability to
some cases, like trauma treatment
utilize a clearly-defined or unique
and forensic psychology, specialtechnology (like surgery) or a tanties were essentially invented
gible asset (like pharmaceuticals).
where none existed before, due priInstead, it relies on communication
marily to advances in the science
and human interaction. Mental
and/or the practice o f psychology.
health licensing boards have taken
However, other more arguably duon the arduous—perhaps even sisybious credentials also came into exphean—task o f regulating a form o f
istence as paraprofessionals and
human interaction, and they typiother lay practitioners grew in
cally do not attempt to define or
numbers and sought to competienforce any set o f behaviors except
tively position themselves for a
upon those who submit to licensgrab at a bigger piece o f the shrinking. Although there are strong fiing healthcare "pie." The developnancial and affiliative incentives to
ment o f "certified specialists" from
being licensed, by and large one
"energy therapist" to "alien abduccan get by without a license to
tion therapist" to "past life regrespractice, especially i f one is a partsion therapist" are some examples
time lay hypnotist who does not
o f these questionable credentials.
rely on hypnosis as one's primary
H o w confusing this must be to clisource o f income.
ents and consumers o f our services.
In psychology and mental health, One is left to ask: What value can a
research on whether licensing actu- credential hold when it can be so
Psychological Hypnosis

easily obtained for a common
household pet? The unmasking o f
Dr. Zoe D. Katze, Certified Hypnotherapist, has made some people in
the lay hypnosis community very
angry, especially after the story
was picked up by broader media,
including the American Bar Association's internet journal (Hansen,
2002) and the Washington Post
(2002). I've received a few disparaging emails, and an officer o f the
I M D H A unsuccessfully attempted
to get me in trouble with my credit
card company. It would be interesting to see i f the lay hypnosis associations that certified the fallacious
Dr. Zoe D. Katze have made any
changes in their credentialing processes.
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